Intervention Overview

Core Teacher Materials

**Letterland Intervention Pack 1**

Letterland’s new *Intervention Pack* gives teachers the tools necessary to provide rigorous, highly effective small group instruction to students struggling with foundational literacy skills in grades K-2. Grounded in the latest intervention research and aligned with Letterland’s award-winning Kindergarten and Grade One curriculum, it is optimally designed for both strategic and intensive instruction either as part of the Letterland program or as a stand-alone intervention.


All items can be purchased separately

**Letterland Intervention Pack 1 includes:**

- Intervention Teacher’s Guide 1 **NEW!**
- Phonics Readers Set 1-4 (Pack of six)
- Letter Sounds Cards
- ABC, Beyond ABC and Far Beyond ABC
- Alphabet Posters
- Living ABC Software
- Story Phonics Software
- Alphabet Songs (CD) [USA Edition]
- Handwriting Songs - Lowercase (CD)
- Handwriting Songs - Uppercase (CD)
- Blends & Digraphs Songs (CD).

**Recommended Extras:**

- **Magnetic Word Builder**
- **Phonics Workbooks 1-6**
- **First Reading Flashcards**
- **Kindergarten Handwriting Practice**
- **Flip Flap Phonics**
- **Flip Flap Phonics 2**
- **Flip Flap Phonics 2**